Investors

30% Tax Free Rebate
There’s no Easier Way to Say It !
BC Resident Investors Funding Any Trinity Investment Option Receive a
30% Tax Free Rebate from the Provincial EBC Incentive Program.

Encouraging Investment

Smart Choices that grow

This provincially administered
program is offered to encourage
investment in start-up and new
technology companies that 
create new local employment
and
sustainable
economic 
growth in British Columbia. 
Trinity’s acceptance as an ”EBC”
Eligible Business Corporation
creates a very attractive
opportunity for savvy investors.

There are a number of ways to get
started with a Trinity investment.

Strategic Investing
This is not only a game changer
in housing technology, but is
also a unique opportunity for
investors searching to hedge
TFSA or RRSP portfolios from
turbulent
underperforming
economic conditions.
Funds can be transferred from
your TFSA (Tax Free Savings
Accounts) or existing RRSP
portfolios and pay 9% per year.
This leverages your existing
accounts to a 9% annual Trinity
dividend plus the one-time 30%
provincial tax free rebate. This
precedent setting investment
strategy is a win with tax free
opportunity
for
investors,
Trinity, and the goal of
stimulating provincial economic
growth with new technology
and jobs.

* Withdraw (TFSA’s) from your Bank,
Tax Free Savings and earn 9% every
year. (Instead of the bank at 1-2%)
* Transfer an existing RRSP
(not affected by any deadlines)
* Automate monthly contributions
* Invest new cash

B.C. Residents Get Paid.
This provincial “EBC” offer is
restricted to B.C. residents only.
The 30% rebate effectively
reduces a $10,000 investment
to $7,000 and raises the
effective dividend rate to
12.86%. Rebates are paid once
your income tax return is filed
and outstanding taxes are paid.
These shares must be held for a
minimum of 63 months to
receive and retain the 30% Tax
Rebate. You continue to reap
the normal tax savings and
retirement building benefits of
your investment. This rebate is
tax free new money in your
hands to spend or re-invest!

Trinity is issuing 1,000,000 Class
B Preferred shares at a price of
$1.00 per share. Maximum
shares of 100,000 allowed per
investor. Contact your Rep to
put your money to work!
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